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I'll use the batter of these

stems?

Syllabus ⑩esystem

- Max
of test1/ 3 %2
test 2

test2- Y2

final - final --



Lasttime we genalized numbers

This time we generalize vectors.

test.Yet
"Vectors"V with two operations,

vector addition
+and scalar

mriplication,
such thatthe

/following
hold: V ="vectors"

① IfI, is
an in V, IC losure numbers"

then two are
in V.

② If Iis in V and is in F, closure

then dot is in V.
I

③ Ifi,iare in V, then] commutative
i +w =w +



④ IfI, i, me in V, then

+( +E) =(+)+E)associativi
! Zero

⑤ There exists a unique rector I rector
where 8+=t=.

⑥Fu, evervectorI the] inateI
where i +(-)

=( -) +
=8

then
here Iis

⑦ If Iis a vector, I from F

- t

1.V - V
n
scaling

⑧ IfI is a vector
in Vand

4 B are
in F, then

(P). =d.(p.)



⑨ Ifit isone vectors in v

and is a scalan/number in F,

then do (+E)
=do+don

⑩ IfIis in V and C,B

me in F, then

-
-+Be

it

F =IR

digvectors:

jay,a2, ..., and +
[bigbag-bn)

=> (a,+bAz+bz,...,antbe)



saying:
&(a,92,..., an]

=(aa, az,..., dan]

adireeve:fan-hy...et
Zeetor:
I =40,0 (0,...,0)
One can show that

V=IR"

over F
=RRsatisfies

the N

of the vector space
def.

properties
We already stated

them in class

in the vectors topic. So,

V=IR" is a vector space
over F

=1.



#Pick some integer n>,0

ISe, n can be
0,1,2,3,4,...)

The "rectors"V will be the set
of

all polynomials ofdegree In
with

coefficients from
R. The field F

will be
RR.

Nation
So,
V =Pr

=4a0+ax +axt..+
anx")enr

F =IR

define adding
vectors:

sanxt...+anx) +(botb,x+ bax...+
b.xY

=(no+bo)
+(a, +bi)x+(az

+b) xt...

...
(antba)x

Thatis, add like you normally do)



descaling:
2

d (a.+a,x+anX +...+
anxY)

-(aad+(a,x +(2az)
x2

+... +(xan)x"

areinverse... are
- (a.) +(- a,)x +(

- a)x +
...
+(- an)x

Erector:
8 =0 +0x +0x+ ...+

0x4

way
"vectors"equal?

Got9, x +92x2+...+
anx

-
botb,x+baxt... bax-



if and only if

Ao=bo, ai= bijaz
=bag....an = ba

One can show that
V = Pm

and F
=Ris a vector space.

-

Thatis,
itsatisfiesthe N

properties.
-meanin

Ex: Let
-

v =Pz
=Ga. +ax +ax/aee 3

F =R



V=Pz

f*
F =IR

aget
= 2 +X



ling:(1 +x +10x) =3 +3x +30x2

evector:
I =0 +0x +0x2



#:Let V be the

Set of 2x2 matrices

withcoefficients from IR.

LetF
=R
ration

So, -
v =M2,=[(a))
F =IR

· adding/scaling is like normal

·- (i) ==I

⑧ 8 =(88)



V =M,z is a vector space

over F
=R.

ing:(s -) + (si)
=(8 -1)

wing:(i) =(iszi)


